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WHAT IS A COMPUTER NETWORK?
A computer network is a group of two or more computers linked together
at a common point. Other devices can be connected to the network such
as printers, servers, back-up modules, copiers, etc. The network allows the
users of computers to communicate with each other for the purpose of
sharing information and other resources such as files and folders, images,
music, etc. The first computer network in the world was created by the
Advanced Research Project Agency who design designed the Advanced
Research Project Agency Network (ARPANET). It was designed for the U.S.
Department of Defense in the late 1960’s. Computer networks can be as
simple as two computers connected to each other via a cable inside your
house or, many tens of thousands of computers for each of your employees working in different places around the globe. These days, computer
users are leaning more toward having their computer networks operate via
wireless connections rather than hard-wired connections, which we’ll learn
more about in the Wireless Network section.
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USES OF A COMPUTER NETWORK?
In today’s society, computer networks are used for tasks such as running a
business, maintaining data, hosting web sites, providing access to the
Internet, sharing files, sending and receiving email, and a host of other
uses. Some of the most popular uses of computer networks today include:
YouTube
A computer network that enables users to share their video with the world.
Twitter
A computer network that enables users to share their texts real-time.
Blogspace
A computer network that enables users to comment on topics real-time.
FaceBook
A computer network that hosts users social interaction pages for free.
LimeWire
A computer network that encourages open file sharing such as music.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Brother Keith is a born again Christian. He is a Spirit-led man
of God, teacher and author. His life has been transformed from
things such as pride and prison to passion and purpose.
God is the author of the Bible. It is meant to be our instruction
manual, our roadmap home. Without it, we are lost. Use the
information in these books to help you and others.

Brother Keith Hammond

God destroys the darkness behind us, to direct us toward our
destiny ahead. So whatever you do on your journey, never turn
back. God bless you in your walk with Christ.Amen.
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